Date:
To:
From:

September 7, 2012
Interested Person
Rachel Whiteside, Land Use Services
503-823-7605 / Rachel.Whiteside@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has approved a proposal in your neighborhood.
The reasons for the decision are included in the version located on the BDS website
http://www.portlandonline.com/bds/index.cfm?c=46429. Click on the District Coalition then
scroll to the relevant Neighborhood, and case number. If you disagree with the decision, you
can appeal. Information on how to do so is included at the end of this decision.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 12-156412 EN
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicants:

Cheryl Twete, Metro (Oregon Zoo)
600 NE Grand / Portland, OR 97232

Representative:

Beverly Bookin, Planning Consultant / The Bookin Group
1020 SW Taylor, Suite 760 / Portland, OR 97205

Site Address:

4001 SW CANYON RD

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:
Neighborhood:

TL 1400 60.69 ACRES, SECTION 05 1S 1E
R991050750
1S1E05 01400
3225
Arlington Heights, contact Jeff Boly at 503-223 4781; Sylvan-Highlands,
contact Dave Malcolm at 503-805-9587.
None
Neighbors West/Northwest, contact Mark Sieber at 503-823-4212.
None
OS/c/p/s – Open Space zone with portions in the Environmental
Conservation (c), Environmental Protection (p) and Scenic Resource (s)
overlay zones
EN – Environmental Review
Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Hearings Officer.

Business District:
District Coalition:
Plan District:
Zoning:
Case Type:
Procedure:

Proposal: The purpose of this land use application is to review changes to site and
infrastructure improvements within the Environmental Conservation (“c”) zone approved in LU
11-179602 CUMS EN AD. The Oregon Zoo, a service of Metro, received conditional use and
environmental review approval for proposed improvements to two animal exhibits (condors and
elephants) and related site infrastructure, as approved by a 2008 bond measure.
These changes are as follows (The areas affected are discussed by subareas that correspond to
the breakdown of the Elephant/Condo Exhibits in LU 11-179602 EN.):
• Shifts in alignment and grading of the service road require the removal of 10 additional
trees in EN-1 and EN-2.
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Instead of removing material to lower the grade of the North Habitat, grading plans now call
for augmenting existing fill to raise the grade.
Instead of the approved connections between the North and South Habitats, redesigns of
the road and grading within the exhibit allow the elephant chute to cross the road at-grade
outside of the conservation zone, while the approved elephant channel, which extended into
the resource area, has been eliminated.
Grading changes, geotechnical analysis and future development plans continue to refine
the design of stormwater management facilities in and around the North Habitat in an effort
to reduce costs and intrusion into the environmental overlay.
The construction staging area located in the North Habitat approved for subsequent
construction phases has been eliminated
Design refinements of the ZooTrain turn-around have changed its geometry from a circle to
a teardrop but with no change at the eastern edge, and, thus, no increase in the approved
work limits within the protection zone. This allows higher-value trees to be preserved, but
necessitates removal of other trees, with a net additional loss of one tree.
A sliver of resource area between the new service road and the train loop slated for removal
that was inadvertently left out in the earlier review has been added as temporary
disturbance aera. Including it in this review will clear up confusion during construction
permitting and allow for speedier mitigation planting for the permanent disturbance
designated for this location in later development phases.
Approval is sought for grading in the BES-designated drainage reserve around the
drainageway at the edge of the Elephant Habitat, per Condition C of LU 11-179602.
Up to 5 soil anchors are necessary to secure the lines for the netting over the Condor
outdoor flyway. These will be installed in the slope immediately adjacent to the Condor
Exhibit by hand-held machinery under the supervision of the project arborist.

All of the changes to improvements proposed in this application will be contained within the
existing perimeter of the zoo property and will be initiated prior to the 2013 expiration of the
current Conditional Use Master Plan (CUMS). None of the changes to elements approved
through LU 11-179602 CUMS EN AD meet the threshold to trigger a new or revised conditional
use review. However, a number of the project modifications will impact the approved limits of
disturbance within the Environmental Conservation zone. Therefore, the proposal requires a
Type II Environmental Review (EN).
Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33. The
relevant criteria are found in Section 33.43.250.E, Approval criteria for other development in
the environmental conservation zone.

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The Oregon Zoo, owned and managed by Metro, is located approximately 2
miles west of downtown Portland. It is adjacent to Washington Park, the World Forestry
Center, the Children’s Museum and a Tri-Met Light Rail Station. The site of the Oregon Zoo
occupies approximately 65 acres in Portland’s west hills. It is located on a southwest facing
ridge line, within an area of steep slopes and streams. Accessory parking is located
immediately west of the Metro site. The parking area, owned by the City of Portland, serves the
zoo and the other institutional uses. The parking area, World Forestry Center and Children’s
Museum are located west of the Zoo site. The other Washington Park facilities, located north
and east of the Zoo, include the Hoyt Arboretum, the Vietnam Veteran Memorial, the Portland
Japanese Garden, and the International Rose Garden.
For the purpose of this review, the vicinity is defined as the areas that are located
approximately 400 feet from the boundary of the Metro-owned property and the City owned
accessory parking area. To the west of the Children’s Museum and World Forestry Center is
residential development that is outside of the City of Portland. The residential area, west of the
site, is within a Multnomah County unincorporated urban pocket. The approximate 200-foot
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wide Canyon Road/Sunset Highway (State Highway-26) right-of-way defines the southern edge
of the site. No residentially zoned areas abut the Zoo site.
Southwest Kingston Drive and SW Knight Boulevard, both private drives, connect the zoo with
the northern portion of Washington Park.
Zoning: The site is zoned OScps, Open Space zone with Environmental Conservation,
Environmental Protection and Scenic Resource overlay zones.
The Open Space zone is intended to preserve and enhance public and private open, natural
and improved park and recreational areas identified in the Comprehensive Plan.
Environmental overlay zones protect environmental resources and functional values that have
been identified by the City as providing benefits to the public. The environmental regulations
encourage flexibility and innovation in site planning and provide for development that is
carefully designed to preserve the site’s protected resources. They protect the most important
environmental features and resources while allowing environmentally sensitive urban
development where resources are less significant. The Environmental Conservation Zone
allows, where the resource and functional values can be protected, environmentally sensitive
urban development. The Environmental Protection Zone provides the highest level of protection
to the most important resources and functional values.
The Scenic Resource overlay zone is intended to protect Portland’s significant scenic resources.
The purposes of the Scenic Resource zone are achieved by establishing height limits,
establishing landscaping and screening requirements, and requiring preservation of identified
scenic resources.
Environmental Resources: The application of the environmental overlay zones is based on
detailed studies that have been carried out within eight separate areas of the City.
Environmental resources and functional values present in environmental zones are described
in environmental inventory reports for these study areas.
The site is located in Resource Site 111 of the Southwest Hills Resource Protection Plan.
Resource Site 111 is a 540-acre site that includes the Oregon Zoo, a developed area west of the
Zoo, a good portion of the Highway 26 canyon, and a large area southeast of the Highway.
Natural resources and functional values identified by the City for Resource Site 111 are
cultural, scenic, open space, intermittent creeks, groundwater, wildlife habitat and corridor,
and forest. The wildlife habitat and intermittent stream resources are of moderate to high
value. The site has high scenic value especially in combination with Resource site 112 to the
east. This resource site also provides important connections between the northwest and
southwest hills. The resources, functions and values of concern on the site include forest,
wildlife habitat, scenic, open space, and groundwater.
Impact Analysis and Mitigation Plan: A summary of the proposal was provided on page two
of this report. A complete description of the proposal is found in Section III of Exhibit A.2. The
following discusses development alternatives that were considered by the applicant in addition
to impacts of the preferred alternative. The following additionally outlines the proposed
construction management plan, mitigation plan, and monitoring proposal. Again, see Exhibit
A.2 in the application case file for a complete description. Dictated by the sheer size of the
impact area, the Zoo’s analysis for LU 11-79602 CU MS EN AD was divided into four subareas
within the Elephant/Condor Exhibits Projects that require environmental review. For ease of
review and implementation, those subareas have been carried forward:
 EN-1: South Service Road Segment (Exhibits C.3 through C.10).
 EN-2: North Service Road and Majority of North Habitat (Exhibits C.11 through C.20).
 EN-3: North End of the North Habitat, Zoo Train Improvements, Birds of Prey Replacement
Facility and VMC Stormwater Swale and Mitigation Planting Relocation (Exhibits C.21
through C.29).
 EN-4: Western-Most Zoo Train Improvements, North Service Road North Terminus and
Condor Exhibit (Exhibits C.30 through C.38).
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Note that subareas EN-2 through EN-4 are geographically- and environmentally-integrated, but
are separated into subareas for ease of discussion and graphic presentation.
Development Alternatives:
EN-1: South Service Road Segment: The purpose of the extended service road is to provide
temporary access to the construction staging area and permanent access to back-side
operations of various animal exhibits and to separate service and construction vehicles from
pedestrian circulation. This includes service to the following existing and proposed exhibits and
facilities from west to north: Predators, Concert Lawn, Elephant Building Complex, Flex Asia,
Polar Bears, Zoo Train, Birds of Prey, and Veterinary Medical Center (VMC). Alternative
roadway alignments would locate it further north, which is not feasible due to existing
development, or further south, which would create larger impacts in the resource area of the
conservation zone. The road must swing south of two existing buildings and, once entering the
25-foot transition area, its curvature is dictated by civil engineering and topographical
constraints.
The revised proposal takes advantage of a new grading plan to move the roadway further out of
the environmental resource area in other EN subareas, but alters the disturbance limits in EN1. Instead of extending the disturbance area significantly to grade the slope, a retaining wall
has been proposed. The resulting limit of disturbance is just three square feet greater than
previously proposed and one additional tree will be impacted by the wall location.
Although it is not feasible to place the road further north because of existing development and
location of back-of-house exhibits to be served, it has been narrowed from the originally
proposed 24-foot road in a 26-foot roadbed to a 20-foot road in a 22-foot roadbed (including the
gravel base that extends 1-foot on either side), to keep the roadway bed itself entirely within the
transition area except for a small fraction at the bottom of the curve plus the downhill grading
to support the road structure. As a result, there will be only 268 square feet of new permanent
disturbance area within the resource zone that is not already disturbed.
EN-2: North Service Road and Majority of North Habitat: There are five project elements within
EN-2. These are discussed separately for purposes of the alternatives analysis because the
project elements can occur independent of one another:


Service Road. The purposes of the extended service road are stated above under the South
segment. The location of the road in this portion of the zoo campus is dictated by natural
topography and the exhibits/activities to be served. The southern portion of the existing
alignment lays outside, and the remaining length within, the conservation zone. Therefore,
there are no alternative locations outside the conservation zone in this sector. Moreover, the
road alignment must be kept to the west of the North Habitat, which is largely disturbed, to
maximize the habitat available to the elephant herd. However, this segment cannot be
placed further west as dictated by the location of the north terminus of the VMC, steep
grades to the west of the selected alignment, and the need to preserve space to the
northwest for expansion of the Polar Bear Exhibit, planned as part of the next phase of
development.
The realignment of the service road in this portion of the zoo campus is necessary due to
the regrading the North Habitat with fill, rather than excavation. While the road at the far
south end of EN-2 no longer crosses into the conservation zone, further north the road still
curves into the conservation zone for approximately 230 feet. The total impact area
remains approximately 5,000 square feet within the conservation zone, slightly less than
what was previously approved.



North Habitat. Under the terms of its 2008 bond, the Oregon Zoo committed to a
significant expansion of the Asian elephant herd’s outside habitat to four acres, needed to
provide for the animals’ health and well-being. The outside habitat must be adjacent to the
proposed Elephant Building Complex which is located outside of the conservation zone.
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Alternative locations for the outside habitat are constrained by the intensely-developed core
zoo campus to the west and environmental zoning to the east and immediate north.
Locating the north habitat west of the proposed location would result in the relocation of
several other animal exhibits, some of which would have to be eliminated or located within
the environmental zones. Thus, avoiding incursion into the conservation zone is not
possible.
The existing Elk Meadow, which already was highly degraded at the time that the
conservation overlay zone was imposed in the mid-1990s, is the logical option for this
habitat expansion for several reasons. The one elk who occupied the area is no longer
living so a new enclosure will not have to be created. Because the area is already developed
as a meadow, fewer trees will need to be removed than if new a new meadow was created to
the north or east. And finally, reuse of this area avoids the drainage way to the north.
Instead of removing large amounts of material from the existing Elk Meadow as previously
proposed, the consulting team decided to take advantage of existing topography and add
only a relatively small amount of fill material. This allows the exhibit fencing to be moved
to the top of the graded slopes permitting larger areas previously characterized as
permanent disturbance by virtue of being within the exhibit to now be replanted as
temporary disturbance areas.
A geothermal coil system was included as a part of the utilities approved under LU 11179602. A conceptual map of the coil for the North Habitat is shown in Exhibit C.39. The
coil will be installed as a part of improvements to the North Habitat and will remain within
the limits of disturbance. A vault for access to the coil will be placed adjacent to the service
road at the south end of the North Habitat. Once installed, areas above the coils that are
outside of the fenced elephant exhibit will only be temporarily disturbed and can be replanted.


Elephant Access. Adding fill to the existing meadow will allow the elephant access to cross
the roadway outside of the resource area of the conservation zone and reduces the number
of accesses from the two approved in LU 11-179602 to only one. Tree loss will still occur
due to adding of fill to raise the grades on the edge of the habitat, however, because these
areas will be outside of the exhibit boundaries they can be successfully replanted with
native vegetation.



Elephant Shade Structures. Since the purpose of these structures is to protect the health
and welfare of the elephant herd using the North Habitat, there is no alternative to site
these structures outside the conservation zone or within the transition area, since the
habitat itself is fully within the resource area. However, these structures will lie entirely
within the boundaries of the already-disturbed portion of the North Habitat and, thus, will
have no additional impact, e.g., will not require the loss of additional trees. Moreover, the
structures will be placed over bare ground, so the area will remain pervious, and the
stormwater run-off from the roofs will be collected, treated and retained as governed by the
requirements of the Portland Stormwater Management Manual. The location of one of the
shade structures has moved within the North Habitat, however this will result in no change
to the approved limits of disturbance and no increased tree removal.



Viewing Platform. The purpose of the viewing platform and connecting boardwalk is to
provide Oregon Zoo patrons the opportunity to view the elephant herd in its outdoor habitat
in a safe and unobtrusive manner. Because the North Habitat is in the resource area, at
least a portion of the viewing platform must be in the conservation zone if it is to provide
the appropriate views. Therefore, there is no alternative to locate the platform fully outside
of the conservation zone and still have it perform its intended function, which helps fulfill
the Oregon Zoo’s cultural and educational missions. In either alternative considered, the
majority of the area was already disturbed. However, the refined design is less intrusive as
the footprint of the platform has been reduced and the majority of the pathway lies within
the transition area.
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EN-3: North End of the North Habitat, Zoo Train Improvements, Birds of Prey Replacement Facility
and VMC Stormwater Swale and Mitigation Planting Relocation: There are four distinct project
elements within EN-3.


North Habitat. See the discussion in EN-2 for alternatives considered.



Zoo Train Improvements. Given that the existing train tracks run through the
environmental zones and the train’s route is generally fixed (the northern terminus at the
Rose Garden), there is no alternative for making these improvements outside the
conservation zone. The Zoo design team attempted to retain the improvements in the
existing roadbed to the degree possible but topography and civil engineering considerations
dictate the shift of the train to the north of the current location. Elevating a significant
portion of the existing at-grade track in the west end of EN-3 and EN-4, primarily to
improve pedestrian safety, will also minimize the environmental impacts, as it will allow
stormwater to fall through the track structure to the ground below.
As conceptual plans for the train turn-around moved into full design, technical
characteristics of the tracks and the required mechanical switches created a complicated
analysis of the geometry of the entire train system. A number of alternate turn-around
configurations were explored with the proposed “tear drop” selected as requiring no
additional work with the portion of the train trestle approved in the protection zone and
requiring just one additional tree removed. Because the point where the eastbound line
intersects the turn-around loop is now accomplished using a single switch instead of three,
the footprint of track in this area is reduced allowing for fewer tree removals in that area as
well as subsequent planting. The slight shift of the turn-around to the southwest requires
changes the trees available for preservation, with a net removal of 27 significant trees
instead of 26. Seventy-four trees in EN3 remain designated for preservation.



VMC Stormwater Swale and Mitigation Plantings. Moving the Zoo Train route north of
the existing footprint displaces the VMC stormwater facility approved by LU 11-120333 EN.
It is possible to relocate the swale within the abandoned train roadbed, thus not creating
any further disturbance area. The refinements to the train turnaround, discussed above,
result in the shape of the relocated VMC swale being more elongated, but it will remain in
the same location. Alternative swale locations were not proposed as the facility must be
located near the VMC and several locations were already examined under LU 10-113106 EN
and LU 11-120333 EN that will no longer work due to Zoo Train and elephant
improvements.
The proposed Zoo Train improvements also require the relocation of a small portion of the
VMC’s approved mitigation area, containing 31 replacement trees and no shrubs. Exhibit
C.28 accounts for full replacement of the VMC mitigation plantings as well as the mitigation
plantings generated by the other projects in the EN zone. Alternative planting locations
were not proposed, however the mitigation remains in the same general area as approved
by LU 10-113106 EN.



Birds of Prey Replacement Facility. The existing 4,400-gross square foot Birds of Prey
Facility, adjacent to the Concert Lawn, will be demolished to make way for the Elephant
Exhibit renovation. It must be relocated to a place in easy reach of the Concert Lawn, where
daily shows featuring the birds are held several months of the year. It is proposed to
relocate the program into the vacant 2,040-gross square foot Center for Species Survival
(CSS). In addition to the remodeling the existing building, the project involves constructing
a 560-square foot addition on the south end, removing several outdoor enclosed holding
cages and other related site improvements. The CSS is located fully within the conservation
zone however the proposed impact area, including permanent and temporary construction
areas, fits entirely within the 10,700 square feet of existing paved disturbance area. No
changes are proposed to the approval in LU 11-179602 for the Birds of Prey facility.
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EN-4: Western-Most Zoo Train Improvements, North Service Road North Terminus and Condor
Exhibit: There are now four project elements within EN-4, with the addition of the Polar Bear
Exhibit. These are discussed separately for purposes of the alternatives analysis because the
project elements can occur independent of one another:


Western End of Zoo Train Improvements. The location of the train improvements in this
sector are effectively fixed by the location to the west, where the train originates, and
location to the east, where the train leaves the zoo campus on the way to its north terminus
at the Portland Rose Garden. This segment of the train tracks is being pushed northward of
its current alignment to facilitate the construction of an above-grade train trestle to
separate pedestrian and train-related traffic. While there is no option to move this portion of
the track out of the conservation zone, the new alignment is wholly located within an
already highly-disturbed area (as illustrated in Exhibit C.31, Drawing III-15B).



Northern Terminus of the Service Road. See the discussion in EN-2 for alternatives
considered. There were no revisions within this EN subarea.



Condor Exhibit. The Zoo’s exhibit consultant, CLR, established six criteria for locating the
Condor Exhibit:
¾ Create a space large enough for the birds to fly.
¾ Ensure that the site have sun exposure most of the day/year.
¾ Create several 200’-250’ flyways within the outdoor netted aviary for flight and turnaround.
¾ Create a variety of high, medium and low perch zones.
¾ Create an environment in which birds can remain on exhibit all year.
¾ Design support building with ready access to the service road.
Six sites were tested including one site located outside of the conservation zone to the south
of the entry plaza and mountain goat exhibit. This site was rejected as too close to the
Cascade Grill Restaurant due to potential bird odor, substantial tree loss, no room for the
holding building and inadequate service road access. Because the portion of the zoo
outside of the environmental zones is already heavily developed, there were no other sites of
sufficient size to consider. The remaining five sites all are located within the conservation
zone. Four of these – two sites north of the Great Northwest Exhibit, one north of the
Cougar Exhibit/existing retaining wall and one north of the Farm House – were rejected for
a variety of reasons including significant loss of mature trees, inadequate sun exposure,
poor visitor access/viewing, poor service road access and/or steep slopes.
The proposed site, on the south side of the Cougar Exhibit/retaining wall was selected
because it was marginally large enough, already is disturbed, has adequate sun exposure
and service road access, and can provide a variety of 200-250 foot flyways within the
outdoor netted aviary. This does result in the loss of 19 trees located to the south of the
retaining wall. These cannot be retained because they are too tall and/or will continue
growing and, therefore, will damage the netting over the outdoor aviary, or because they lay
in the way of the holding building footprint in the northeast corner of the exhibit. The
proposed location is the only feasible option for the building to have access to the new
service road.
Securing the netting over the Condor Exhibit will require an additional minor incursion into
the resource zones outside of the limits of disturbance approved in LU 11-179602. Up to
five soil anchors will be screwed into the steep slope that marks the edge of the exhibit, for
an additional disturbance of approximately five square feet. The anchors will be placed so
as to avoid harming trees and will be installed using hand-held machinery. Alternative
methods of securing the netting would require additional structures outside of the approved
construction limits which would result in a larger amount of disturbance area.

Construction Management Plan (CMP):
Construction will be undertaken in two sub-phases:
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Phase A
 Construct new Condor Exhibit in vacant area between the Farm House and Cougar
Exhibit in the zoo’s northwest quadrant.
 Demolish the existing Zoo Train on-campus southern loop and portions of eastern
connection to the Rose Garden.
 Relocate the Veterinary Medical Center (VMC) stormwater facility to a location between
the new Zoo Train track alignment and north end of North Habitat, so that the easterly
portions of the Zoo Train construction can be undertaken. The existing swale will not be
removed until the new swale is constructed and operational as the VMC will have
opened prior to the commencement of the Elephant Exhibit renovation. Add the 31 trees
in the adjacent VMC mitigation planting zone to the list of replacement trees and
replace throughout the project area during construction of the Elephant Exhibit.
 Demolish the existing Birds of Prey facility, which lies in the path of the service road
extension, after remodeling and expanding the soon-to-be-vacated Center for Species
Survival (CSS) building to the east of the new VMC for use by the Birds of Prey/Wild
Life Live program.
 Demolish the existing Elk Meadow viewing structure and create temporary construction
staging area in the northwest corner of the Elk Meadow east of the new service road.
 Construct the service road extension, including in-road utilities, and adjacent elephant
road from new Elephant Building Complex to North Habitat.
 Construct new Elephant Building/Forest Hall Complex and portion of South and
Meadow Habitats, leaving the existing Elephant Barn in use in the interim.
Phase B
 Demolish existing Elephant Barn and Museum.
 Undertake East Hub improvements and install additional utilities in eastern half of
main pedestrian spine.
 The Polar Bear Exhibit is still under review as part of LU 12-156405 CU MS and is not
proposed to begin construction until March 2016.
The applicant provided a complete set of Construction Management/Erosion Control Plans for the
four EN subareas (Exhibits C.8, C.18, C.26, and C.36, Drawings III-12-15F). These plans
demonstrate best practices typically employed to minimize impacts during construction. This
includes illustration of techniques to protect trees to be preserved, locate construction fencing,
identify access and construction staging areas and methods used to control construction-related
erosion and stormwater runoff.
Unavoidable Impacts:
LU 11-179602 approved a total of 5.17 acres of project work within the environmental zones.
This includes all proposed structures, site improvements, and temporary disturbance areas
within the resource area of the conservation and protection zones. This proposal seeks to
extend that development footprint to 5.4 acres, while reducing the total amount of permanent
disturbance in previously undisturbed areas. The 0.09 acres of disturbance within the
protection zone will not change. The amount of work in the resource area of the conservation
zone is proposed to increase fro 5.08 to 5.31 acres. Approximately 4.31 acres are in alreadydisturbed areas (up from 4.08 acres) and only 1.09 acres is located in currently undisturbed
areas. The following table summarizes the permanent and temporary disturbance areas:
NEW
DISTURBANCE

ALREADY
DISTURBED

UNDISTURBED

TOTAL

Permanent

3.63 acres

0.32 acres

3.95 acres

Temporary

0.68 acres

0.77 acres

1.45 acres

TOTAL

4.31 acres

1.09 acres

5.40 acres

Table III-2 in Exhibit A.2, identifies how this changed from the approval in LU 11-179602:
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ALREADY
DISTURBED

UNDISTURBED

TOTAL

Permanent

+0.14

-0.10

+0.04

Temporary

+0.08

+0.11

+0.19

TOTAL

+0.22

+0.01

+0.23

LU 11-179602 approved removal of a total of 82 trees, 27% of the 301 significant trees
identified within the four EN subareas, for a total diameter (DBH) of 1,214 inches. This
proposal includes removal of an additional 21 trees. This increase in tree removal is primarily
due to the inclusion of a band of trees within a sliver of resource area between the service road
and the train track improvements. The construction management around the train
improvements approved under LU 11-179602 would have made it difficult to preserve these
trees, therefore the applicant has chosen to add this area to the temporary disturbance limits.
Proposed Mitigation:
The 14,000 square feet of new permanent disturbance (down from 18, 500 square feet) from the
refined development proposal will result in the unavoidable loss of environmental resources. To
mitigate for this loss of functional values, Exhibit C.27, Drawing III-14G1 identifies areas where
enhancement of existing resources will increase functional values. All of the proposed
mitigation planting will occur around the proposed improvements related to the Elephant and
Condor Exhibits within the environmental zones, focusing on the temporary disturbance areas
and restoring full functional value to those areas. The revised location for mitigation plantings
will create a dense buffer between developed exhibit area and Tanner Creek and the identified
drainage reserve areas to the north/northeast.
The 16,400 square feet of planting area exceeds that of the lost resource areas. The proposed
mitigation includes planting 231 native trees and 217 native shrubs as a minimum for tree
replacement using the Section 33.430.140.L, Tree Replacement Table 430-3, Option B
standard. Additionally, 31 trees will be planted as required mitigation for the Veterinary
Medical Center (VMC) approved under LU 10-113106 EN.
Monitoring Plan for Mitigation:
The Oregon Zoo or its designated landscape designer of record shall monitor the required
plantings for two years to ensure survival and replacement as described below. The land owner
is responsible for on-going survival of required plantings beyond the designated two-year
period.
Upon completion of mitigation landscaping for all EN subareas within the proposed
Elephant/Condor Exhibits Project, the Oregon Zoo shall provide two letters to serve as
monitoring and maintenance reports to the Arlington Heights and Sylvan Highlands/Uplands
Neighborhood Associations, and to the BDS Land Use Services Division. The first letter will be
submitted within 12 months following approval of the Permanent Erosion Control Inspection of
the required mitigation plantings. The second letter will be submitted to the neighborhood
associations and BDS 12 months following the date of the first monitoring letter. The two
letters will contain the following information:






A count of the number of planted trees that have died. One replacement tree will be planted
for each dead tree and must be planted within one planting season;
If less than 80% of the mitigation planting area is covered with native shrubs or
groundcovers, at the time of the annual count, additional shrubs and groundcovers shall
be planted to reach 80% cover; such replacement will occur within one planting season;
A list of replacement plants that were installed;
Photographs of the mitigation area and a site plan, in conformance with the approved
showing the location and direction of photos;
A description of the method used and the frequency for watering mitigation trees, shrubs,
and groundcovers for the first two summers after planting. All irrigation systems shall be
temporary and above-ground; and
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An estimate of the percent cover of invasive species such as English ivy, Himalayan
blackberry, reed canary grass, and teasel, clematis within 10 feet of all plantings.

Land Use History: City records indicate numerous prior land use reviews for this site. A list
of the prior land use reviews for the site is included as Exhibit G.2 in the case file. The reviews
that are specifically relevant to this proposal include LUR 97-00127 CU MS EN AD which
approved the master plan currently in effect and LU 11-179602 CU MS EN AD which approved
the master plan amendment and environmental review for the expansion of the elephant
exhibit. Recently, LU 09-136788 CU MS EN, LU 10-113106 EN, and LU 11-120333 EN
approved for a new Veterinary Hospital (and associated amendments to the stormwater swale)
to serve the zoo. The swale location was amended again by LU 11-179602 CU MS EN AD as
well as this review.
Agency and Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in your Neighborhood was mailed on
August 9, 2012.
1. Agency Review: Several Bureaus and agencies have responded to this proposal (see
Exhibits E.1 – E.7 in the application case file). Their comments are discussed below where
they relate to the approval criteria.
2. Neighborhood Review: No written responses have been received from either the
Neighborhood Association or notified property owners in response to the proposal.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
33.430.250 Approval Criteria for Environmental Review
An environmental review application will be approved if the review body finds that the
applicant has shown that all of the applicable approval criteria are met. When
environmental review is required because a proposal does not meet one or more of the
development standards of Section 33.430.140 through .190, then the approval criteria
will only be applied to the aspect of the proposal that does not meet the development
standard or standards.
Findings: The approval criteria applicable to the proposed development include those found
Section 33.430.250.A and E. The applicant has provided findings for these approval criteria
and BDS Land Use Services staff added conditions, where necessary to meet the approval
criteria. The criteria and findings are combined where they are similar.
33.430.250.A. Public safety facilities, rights-of-way, driveways, walkways, outfalls,
utilities, land divisions, Property Line Adjustments, Planned Developments, and Planned
Unit Developments. Within the resource areas of environmental zones, the applicant's
impact evaluation must demonstrate that all of the general criteria in Paragraph A.1 and
the applicable specific criteria of Paragraphs A.2, 3, or 4, below, have been met: Note that
since this activity is not a Public Safety Facility, Land Division, Planned Development, or
Planned Unit Development and does not require a Property Line Adjustment, the criteria in
Sections 33.430.250 A.2 and A.4 do not apply and are not included.
33.430.250.E. Other development in the Environmental Conservation zone or within the
Transition Area only. In Environmental Conservation zones or for development within
the Transition Area only, the applicant's impact evaluation must demonstrate that all of
the following are met:
E.1 Proposed development minimizes the loss of resources and functional values,
consistent with allowing those uses generally permitted or allowed in the base zone
without a land use review;
Findings: This criterion applies to the North [Elephant] Habitat, Elephant Access, Elephant
Shade Structures, Viewing Platform, Condor Exhibit and the portion of the Zoo Train
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improvements within the resource area of the Environmental Conservation overlay zone. The
purpose of this criterion is to recognize that some form of development is allowed, consistent
with the base zone standards. Impacts of the proposed development are measured relative to
the impacts associated with the development normally allowed by the base zone; in this case,
the OS base zone allows the following development for a conditional use (according to Table
110-5 of the Zoning Code):

Maximum Floor
Area Ratio
Maximum Building
Coverage
Minimum
Landscaped Area

Table 110-5 Institutional
Development Standards
0.5 to 1

Existing

Proposed

0.12 to 1

0.14 to 1

50% of site area
(32.55 acres allowed)
25% of site area
(16.275 acres required)

12%
(approx 7.6 acres)
65%
(42.3 acres)

14%
(approx 9 acres)
63%
(41.2 acres)

The table, above, from LU 11-179602 documents the amount of existing and proposed
disturbance within the environmental zones. No change to building coverage or exterior
improvement area is proposed through this review. A majority of the proposed development
(4.31 acres) is within already disturbed areas. Only 20% (1.09 acres) will be new disturbance.
The 5.4 acres of exhibit area, animal enclosures, and Zoo Train improvements is well below the
allowed building coverage and floor area ratio allowed by the base zone. The small size of the
new disturbance and reuse of existing disturbance areas minimize impacts on the identified
resources and values.
Therefore, the proposal minimizes the loss of resources and functional values, consistent with
allowing those uses generally permitted or allowed in the base zone without a land use review
and this criterion is met.
A.1. General criteria for public safety facilities, rights-of-way, driveways, walkways,
outfalls, utilities, land divisions, and Planned Developments;
A.1.a. Proposed development locations, designs, and construction methods have the least
significant detrimental impact to identified resources and functional values of other
practicable and significantly different alternatives including alternatives outside the
resource area of the environmental zone;
A.3. Rights-of-way, driveways, walkways, outfalls, and utilities;
A.3.a. The location, design, and construction method of any outfall or utility proposed
within the resource area of an environmental protection zone has the least significant
detrimental impact to the identified resources and functional values of other practicable
alternatives including alternatives outside the resource area of the environmental
protection zone;
A.3.c. Water bodies are crossed only when there are no practicable alternatives with fewer
significant detrimental impacts.
Findings: These approval criteria apply to the following site improvements:
 Service Road and In-Road Utilities
 Stormwater facilities
 Geothermal Coils
Service Road/In-Road Utilities: The analysis in Exhibit A.2, Section III, summarized on Page
4, documents the alignment and design of the service road. No water bodies are crossed and
no portion of the service road is within the environmental protection zone.
The revised proposal takes advantage of a new grading plan for the North Habitat to move the
roadway further out of the environmental resource area at the west end, but alters the
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disturbance limits in EN-1. Instead of extending the disturbance area significantly to grade the
slope, a retaining wall has been proposed. The resulting limit of disturbance is just three
square feet greater than previously proposed and one additional tree will be impacted by the
wall location. The reduction in impacts to the conservation zone at the west end justify the
additional impacts with EN-1.
The extent of in-road utilities is yet to be determined, but there will be no additional impacts
beyond those associated with road construction itself because the installation of these will be
undertaken within the proposed roadbed during construction.
Stormwater Facilities: As documented in LU 11-179602, the realignment of the Zoo Train
improvements requires the relocation of the VMC’s stormwater facility under construction
immediately south of the VMC. The stormwater swale will be rebuilt to the south of the new
track alignment, in what is essentially a flip, thus minimizing new disturbance area and
avoiding the protection zone. The refined track design will elongate the relocated stormwater
swale, but will not change the location. The same number and species of trees and shrubs will
be installed around the new facility, thereby eliminating any new impacts. In addition, the rerouted train tracks will displace a small mitigation planting site approved for 31 trees and no
shrubs in LU 10-113106 EN. These 31 mitigation trees are accounted for on the Landscape
Mitigation Plan and will be planted within the environmental zone.
A stormwater detention chamber is identified on the Utility and Stormwater Plan for EN-2
(Exhibit C.20, Drawing III-13H). The facility is proposed below the North Habitat in the area of
the elephant shade structures and viewing platform. Locating the facility below existing exhibit
area eliminates the need for additional disturbance area and reduces the need for additional
piping as the facility easily connects to existing drain pipes. Treatment and detention with
release to the existing system avoids the need for new outfalls.
Geothermal Coils: As a below-grade system placed in areas designated for permanent and
temporary disturbance, the geothermal system will not have any additional impacts. No
additional resource area will be displaced nor will the installation of the system affect
replanting and mitigation efforts.
In summary, the applicant’s alternatives analysis documents that the proposed development
locations, designs, and construction methods have the least significant detrimental impact to
identified resources and functional values.
E.2. Proposed development locations, designs, and construction methods are less
detrimental to identified resources and functional values than other practicable and
significantly different alternatives;
Findings: These approval criteria apply to the remainder of the proposed buildings and site
improvements:
 North Habitat/Elephant Access
 Elevated Viewing Platform
 Shade Structures
 Birds of Prey/Wild Life Live Replacement Building
 Condors Exhibit
 Zoo Train Improvements
These criteria require the applicant to demonstrate that alternatives were considered during
the design process, and that there are no practicable alternatives that would be less
detrimental to the identified resources and functional values. The applicant provided an
alternatives analysis that can be found in the application case file in Exhibit A.2, Section III,
and is summarized in this report on Pages 3-7.
North Habitat:/Elephant Access: The North Habitat must be physically connected to the new
Elephant Building Complex and South Habitat, therefore it must be adjacent to these facilities.
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The Elephant Building Complex and South Habitat have been sited outside of the
environmental zones, however there is no remaining area outside of the environmental zones
for the additional habitat area needed to meet the conditions of the 2008 Bond Measure. As
there is no option but to place the North Habitat in the environmental zone, the applicant has
minimized the impacts of the exhibit by locating it in the already-disturbed Elk Meadow, as
documented in Exhibit A.2. Moreover, the North Habitat is and will continue to be pervious,
and with proposed re-grading, re-vegetation and installation of additional stormwater treatment
infrastructure will actually upgrade the current degraded condition into an improved forest
meadow environment with concomitant wildlife, scenic, open space and stormwater functional
values.
The elephant access from the south must cut through the conservation zone because the new
North Habitat to which it connects is itself located in the conservation zone. As demonstrated
in the alternatives analysis plan for EN-2 (Exhibit C.16, Drawing III-13D2) and discussion on
Pages III-14 to 16 of Exhibit A.2, the amended proposal reduces the number of passages to one
and allows the remaining passage to cross outside of the resource area of the conservation
zone.
Elevated Viewing Platform/Shade Structures: The purpose of the viewing platform and
connecting boardwalk is to provide Oregon Zoo patrons the opportunity to view the elephant
herd in its outdoor habitat in a safe and unobtrusive manner. The purpose of the shade
structures is to protect the health and welfare of the elephant herd using the North Habitat.
Because the North Habitat is in the conservation zone, at least a portion of the viewing platform
must be in the conservation zone if it is to provide the appropriate views and the shade
structures must be located within the habitat area if they are to provide adequate shading.
Therefore, there is no alternative outside the conservation zone to locate the platform or shade
structures and still have them perform their intended functions, which contribute to fulfillment
of the zoo’s cultural and educational missions. The proposed location of the viewing platform is
the least intrusive as a vast majority of the platform and boardwalk either lies over the
transition to the west or existing disturbance area to the east. The open shade structures will
be place over bare ground, so the area will remain pervious. These project elements have been
designed to minimize their impacts.
Birds of Prey/Wild Life Live Replacement Building: The proposed impact area, including
permanent and temporary construction areas, fits entirely within the 10,700 square feet of
existing paved disturbance area. Thus, there are no impacts on the currently-undisturbed
resource areas in the vicinity of the proposed replacement facility. No changes to approval
under LU 1-179602 are proposed.
Condor Exhibit: As demonstrated in the alternatives analysis plan for EN-4 (Exhibit A.2, Pages
III-37 through III-38), the location selected for the Condor Exhibit is the only site that has the
potential to meet the critical requirements of the birds, including habitat volume, southern
exposure, and accessibility. Impacts to the environmental zone have been minimized by
utilizing an area that is already disturbed. The proposed soil anchors for securing netting over
the exhibit are the least invasive alternative and impacts will be minimized by installing the
anchors with hand-held equipment.
Zoo Train Improvements: The complex modifications to the Zoo Train are driven by two
objectives: (1) Grade-separate a substantial length of the tracks through the conservation zone
from the pedestrian system to promote patron safety; and (2) replace the in-zoo trip that will be
lost due to the demolition of the southern track loop to make way for the Elephant Exhibit
expansion and new service road.
Because the existing train tracks are located in the conservation zone and the rebuilt track
must connect to the existing track, there is no alternative to reconstructing these
improvements outside the conservation zone. However, most of the property slated for the
reconstructed train improvements is already approved disturbance area. Moreover, the new
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train trestle and southern half of the rebuilt turn-around are elevated and permeable, so that
they have minimal impact at grade level. This is especially critical for the turn-around that is
located at the margin of the conservation and protection zones. The replacement track will
take advantage of an existing but currently unused trestle loop that edges into the protection
zone (see photos in Exhibit C.2). This creates an in-zoo turn-around to replace the track loop
removed to facilitate the Elephant Exhibit expansion.
Technical characteristics of the switches required for the safety of trains using the loop
prompted reconsideration of the geometry of the turn-around. Several configurations were
considered, but ultimately the proposed tear-drop shape utilizes the existing trestle footprint to
a large degree and only minimally increases the development impact of construction by
requiring the removal of one more tree than approved. Because the point where the eastbound
line intersects the turn-around loop is now accomplished using a single switch instead of three,
the footprint of track in this area is reduced allowing for fewer tree removals in that area as well
as subsequent planting. The slight shift of the turn-around to the southwest changes which
trees are available for preservation, but only increases the number of impacted trees by one.
These criteria can be met with a condition that development is in substantial conformance with
the Proposed Development Plan Drawings III-14D and III-15D (Exhibits C.24 and C.33),
Proposed Demo and Tree Removal Plan Drawings III-14E and III-15E (Exhibits C.25 and C.35),
and Construction Management/Erosion Control Plan Drawings III-14F and III-15F (Exhibits
C.26 and C.36).
In summary, proposed development minimizes the loss of resources and functional values and
the proposed development location, design, and construction methods are less detrimental to
identified resources and functional values than other practicable alternatives. The extensive
impact evaluation in Exhibit A.2 shows that the proposed developments maximize the use of
existing disturbance area. Utilizing existing disturbance area significantly reduces the amount
of new site disturbance and loss of native vegetation. These criteria are met with the condition
noted above.
A.1.b. There will be no significant detrimental impact on resources and functional values
in areas designated to be left undisturbed;
A.3.b. There will be no significant detrimental impact on water bodies for the migration,
rearing, feeding, or spawning of fish; and
E.3. There will be no significant detrimental impact on resources and functional values in
areas designated to be left undisturbed;
Findings: These approval criteria require the protection of resources outside of the proposed
disturbance area from impacts related to the proposal, such as damage to vegetation during
construction, erosion of soils off the site, and downstream impacts to water quality and fish
habitat from increased stormwater runoff and erosion off the site. A complete stormwater
report was submitted as Exhibits A.5 and A.6 for LU 11-179602. The applicant submitted a
memo providing supplemental information on the stormwater design that also serves as an
amendment to the original stormwater report (Exhibit A.5). All proposed stormwater facilities
are graphically represented in Exhibits C.10, C.20, C.29, and C.38, Drawings III-12H, III-13H,
III-14H and III-15H, respectively. Exhibit A.2 contains a detailed description of the
construction management plan. In addition, graphic illustration of the construction
management plans the four EN subareas is presented in Exhibits C.8, C.18, C.26, and C.36,
Drawings III-12F, III-13F, III-14F and III-15F, respectively. The Construction Management
Plan is summarized on page 8 of this report.
The stormwater plan proposes the following collection, treatment, and disposal methods:
 Service Road: Due to limited site area and the adjacent steep slopes below the extended
service road, options for vegetated treatment facilities are not viable. Run-off from new
impervious areas will be treated with cartridge filter basins and detained in below grade
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pipes to meet discharge requirements. Two detention facilities are proposed below the
elephant habitat areas, including one in the north meadow. Run-off from some adjacent
exhibit buildings and improvement areas will share this detention capacity.
Elephant Access: The elephant tunnel that originally triggered source control requirements
has been eliminated from the proposal. The elephant chute has been shifted outside of the
environmental resource area and will be composed of a pervious surface not requiring
stormwater treatment.
North Habitat: The existing meadow will be expanded eastward and re-graded by the
addition of fill and then topped with a 24” blend of compacted sand and soil, and replanted
with native grasses and shrubs. All rainwater and surface run-off falling onto the habitat
will percolate naturally through the sandy substrate and eventually flow underground
eastward to Tanner Creek. BES has indicated that, with regular waste collection, the
meadow habitat can be considered as a natural area providing natural filtration and no
collection and treatment is necessary. The shade structures located within the North
Habitat will be placed over bare ground. Stormwater run-off from the roofs can be
accommodated in the proposed detention facility below the North Habitat.
Visitor Overlook: The design of the Visitor Overlook has changed to allow access via an
asphalt pathway. The applicant intends to design the pathway to sheet flow onto the
adjacent vegetated slope to provide treatment. If this is not possible, then stormwater will
be conveyed to the detention facility below the North Habitat.

Construction management techniques have been proposed by the applicant to minimize
impacts to identified resources and functional values designated to be left undisturbed. The
Construction Management/Erosion Control Plans (Exhibits C.8, C.18, C.26, and C.36) identify
the project boundary and outer limits of disturbance, describe temporary erosion control and
tree protection measures, identify location of site access and construction staging, and show
proposed final grading.
During the construction of the Elephant/Condor Exhibits, the northern half of the North
Habitat was initially proposed to be used as a temporary construction staging area, remaining
undeveloped until after the construction of the Polar Bear Exhibit. This usage as staging for
subsequent bond projects has been eliminated from development plans and the entire North
Habitat will be constructed. An additional area west of the proposed Service Road and east of
the current Polar Bear exhibit, as well as other areas outside of the environmental resource
areas, will serve as construction staging sites.
Protection of trees to remain will consist of fencing in accordance with Exhibits C.12, C.17,
C.25, and C.35, Drawings III-12E, III-13E, III-14E, and III-15E respectively. Fencing is to be
placed at the edge of root protection zones. Where excavation is required within the root
protection zone, contractors must hand clear and excavate under the observation of an
approved arborist to minimize damage to the root systems. The applicant did not include an
arborist report as part of the land use application submittal, so conditions of approval are
necessary to ensure that trees will adequately be protected during construction. Tree
protection fencing must meet the standards in Section 33.248.068. If modifications are
necessary to the location of tree protection fencing at the time of building permit, the applicant
must provide an arborist report documenting how the tree(s) will continue to be protected. Any
increase to the number of trees to be removed within the environmental zones is subject to a
revised environmental review.
Two drainageways have been identified on the subject site in the area between the proposed
North Habitat and the Zoo Train trestle. One drainageway flows west to east along the chain
link fence on the north side of the current Elk Meadow. The second drainageway exists below
the wooded train roundabout, flowing south towards a pond/wetland area. Per City Code
Chapter 17.38.030, Protection of Drainageway Areas, a drainage reserve is required to be
placed over the drainageways. Drainage reserves act as no-build areas – not easements – and
are intended to protect flow conveyance in both natural and manmade surface channels.
Drainage reserves are typically delineated either 15 feet from the centerline of the channel on
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both sides, or 15 feet from top of bank if BES determines the 30-foot width does not fully
protect larger drainageways.
The applicant has identified the drainage reserve on the Construction Management/Erosion
Control Plan for EN-3 (Exhibit C.18, Drawing III-13F), but the plan shows grading for future
elephant habitat improvements within this area. BES has reviewed the proposed grading and
plantings against the standards of Section IX.A of the Private Drainage Reserve Administrative
Rules and supports the revised proposal that limits impacts to the stream and wetland areas
and creates a vegetated buffer along the stream channel. In conjunction with permitting and
inspection of the work in the North Habitat, BES must inspect and approve the grading
changes and plantings within the drainage reserve area. In regards to the stormwater outfall
shown on Exhibit C.20, Drawing III-13H, BES recommends that the applicant either (1) extend
the piped outfall to meet the stream channel; or(2) relocate the proposed mitigation trees that
are situated between the outfall and the channel, and include additional erosion control
measures in order to minimize erosion and protect long-term stream stability. Finally, BES
notes that any future modification to the drainage reserve area is subject to further BES review
per the Private Drainage Reserve Administrative Rules.
Generally, impacts beyond the disturbance area will be offset by effective construction
management during construction and stormwater management after the project is complete.
With conditions requiring the outfall changes noted above, inspection of work within the
drainage reserve, ongoing protection of the drainage reserve area and clarifying tree protection
requirements, these criteria can be met by the proposal.
A.1.c. The mitigation plan demonstrates that all significant detrimental impacts on
resources and functional values will be compensated for;
E.4. The mitigation plan demonstrates that all significant detrimental impacts on
resources and functional values will be compensated for;
Findings: This criterion requires the applicant to assess unavoidable impacts and propose
mitigation that is proportional to the impacts, as well as sufficient in character and quantity to
replace lost resource functions and values. The unavoidable impacts are quantified on Pages
8-9 of this report and the proposed mitigation and monitoring plan is described on Pages 9-10.
It is designed to offset 0.32 acres of new permanent disturbance area and 1.45 acres of
temporary disturbance area, and mitigate the removal of 99 trees.
Exhibit A.2 included a detailed discussion on the qualitative impacts on functional values –
cultural, scenic, open space, intermittent creeks, groundwater, wildlife habitat/corridors and
forest – identified in the Southwest Hills Resource Area Plan. These impacts are either 1) not
significant because of the small area of impact; or 2) are fully mitigated by the proposed plan
or, in some cases, actually improved. An analysis of functional values following mitigation is
provided for each EN subarea in Exhibit A.2, Chapter III, as follows: EN-1 (Page III-13 – 14);
EN-2 (Pages III-21 – 25); EN-3 (Pages III-31 – 34); and EN-4 (Pages III-40 – 41).
The total mitigation area has dropped as the total amount of resource loss has declined in this
amended proposal. The approved mitigation area in LU 11-179602 was focused in the interior
train loop and areas that bordered it to the north and south. These areas, particularly north of
the train line will continue to see invasive removal as a part of the zoo’s ongoing ivy removal
program but are no longer part of the formal mitigation area associated with this development.
Replanting has also been shifted into the areas adjacent to the train loop and between the
North Habitat and the adjacent drainageway. The ratio of mitigation area to area of resource
loss is now 1.2:1, while previously it was 1.1:1. Enhancement of these areas will focus on
removal of the invasive species and planting of middle-story shrubs such as Indian plum and
vine maples. Long-term management will focus on maintaining the viability of new plantings
and spot removal of invasive species. The addition of middle-story plantings will increase the
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complexity of the forest and enhance its ecological function related to habitat, forage, water
quality and screening between the developed areas of the zoo and the protection zone.
The applicant has provided an extensive narrative discussing mitigation and tree replacement
and a set of detailed Landscape Mitigation Plans in Exhibits C.19, C.27, and C.37, Drawings
III-13G, III-14G1, and III-15G respectively. However, BDS staff notes a few gaps in the plan.
These actions include invasive species removal and replanting of all temporary disturbance
areas (beyond reseeding). Currently invasive species removal is only identified for the proposed
mitigation for lost resource area on Exhibit C.27, Drawing III-14G1. Invasive species removal
should be carried out in all temporary disturbance areas. Table 430-2 requires 7 ground cover
plants and 2 shrubs for every 50 square feet of planting area for restoration planting. This
ratio is appropriate for both the identified mitigation area within the train trestle where existing
trees will be preserved and the temporary impact areas that are sandwiched in between the
service road and exhibits. With a condition of approval to address these items, the mitigation
plan will compensate for impacts at the site for the following reasons:






The mitigation area is roughly equal to the amount of new disturbance within the project
area and additional plantings will be installed throughout the project area.
All disturbance areas will be planted with native vegetation.
The addition of middle-story plantings will increase the complexity of the forest and
enhance its ecological function related to habitat and forage.
Groundcover plantings will provide assistance with pollution and nutrient retention and
removal, sediment trapping and erosion control.
The interface between the development and protected resource areas will be better screened
with the addition of middle-story plantings and trees.

The applicant has not identified the timing of mitigation plantings. Since the proposed work
will be constructed in phases, it makes sense for the mitigation plantings to follow the same
schedule, except where future phases will interfere with plantings. For example, the work for
the Service Road in EN-1 will happen early in the construction schedule and will not be
impacted by work in other EN subareas. The mitigation plantings for this area can be installed
as soon as the retaining walls are in place. Whereas, temporary disturbance areas along the
Service Road in EN-3 could be impacted for a much greater period of time and plantings will
need to wait until the Elephant Habitat is complete. Therefore, a condition of approval tying
mitigation plantings to project phases is necessary.
The proposed Mitigation Plan will be installed and maintained under the regulations outlined in
Section 33.248.040.A-D (Landscaping and Screening). A two-year monitoring plan is described
on Pages 9-10 and will ensure survival of all proposed mitigation plantings. To confirm
maintenance of the required plantings for the initial establishment period, the applicant will be
required to have the plantings inspected two years after plantings are installed.
With the conditions identified above, these criteria can be met.
A.1.d. Mitigation will occur within the same watershed as the proposed use or
development and within the Portland city limits except when the purpose of the
mitigation could be better provided elsewhere; and
E.5. Mitigation will occur within the same watershed as the proposed use or development
and within the Portland city limits except when the purpose of the mitigation could be
better provided elsewhere; and
A.1.e. The applicant owns the mitigation site; possesses a legal instrument that is
approved by the City (such as an easement or deed restriction) sufficient to carry out and
ensure the success of the mitigation program; or can demonstrate legal authority to
acquire property through eminent domain.
E.6. The applicant owns the mitigation site; possesses a legal instrument that is approved
by the City (such as an easement or deed restriction) sufficient to carry out and ensure
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the success of the mitigation program; or can demonstrate legal authority to acquire
property through eminent domain.
Findings: The proposed mitigation will occur on site around the proposed disturbance area
and within the zoo grounds. The mitigation areas are owned by the applicant and they are
within the same watershed as the proposed development. The applicant owns the subject site
and will adhere to the environmental regulations and can ensure the success of the mitigation
program. Therefore, these criteria are met.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of
Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior
to the approval of a building or zoning permit.

CONCLUSIONS
The Oregon Zoo, a service of Metro, received conditional use and environmental review approval
for proposed improvements to two animal exhibits (condors and elephants) and related site
infrastructure, as approved by a 2008 bond measure, under LU 11-179602 CU MS EN AD. A
total of nine modifications to the original approval are requested based upon design
refinements. While the total resource area and number of trees impacted has increased, the
amount of disturbance to previously undisturbed areas has been reduced. On balance, the
proposed improvements can meet the applicable approval criteria with conditions of approval
related to the BES drainage reserve area, conformance with proposed plans, tree protection,
mitigation plantings, and monitoring.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Approval of an Environmental Review to:
 Construct a new 900-gross square foot holding building and 5,000 square foot netenclosure to house birds from the Zoo’s Condor Conservation Project;
 Redevelop the existing Elk Meadow into a 2.1-acre outdoor elephant habitat north of the
elephant complex;
 Improved pedestrian circulation around the elephant habitats, including create viewing
platforms;
 Extend the existing service road from behind the predators exhibit up through the new
north elephant habitat to the new veterinary medical center;
 Relocate the existing birds of prey exhibit to the old veterinary building;
 Construct a new stormwater facility to replace the facility approved for the recently
constructed veterinary medical center (VMC);
 Relocate 31 mitigation trees required by LU 11-120333 EN; and
 Alter the alignment of the Zoo Train (NOT including rebuilding the eastern trestle in the
environmental protection zone), adding 620 lineal feet of new track
all within the Environmental Conservation overlay zone, and in substantial conformance with
Exhibits C.3 through C.38. Approval is subject to the following conditions (these conditions
replace Conditions B-G, only, of LU 11-179602 CU MS EN AD):
A. All permits: Conditions of Approval listed below, shall be included within all plan sets
submitted for permits (building, grading, Site Development, erosion control, etc.). These
exhibits shall be included on a sheet that is the same size as the plans submitted for the
permit and shall include the following statement, "Field changes are not allowed
without prior BDS LUS approval.”
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B. The following conditions apply to the Drainage Reserve area identified on Exhibit C.18
(Drawing III-13F):
1. The Bureau of Environmental Services must inspect and approve the grading changes
and plantings within the drainage reserve area at the time of the final erosion control
inspection required in Condition E, below.
2. The piped outfall shown on Exhibits C.20 and C.29(Drawing III-13H and III-14H) must
be extended to meet the stream channel or the mitigation trees shown on Exhibit C.19
(Drawing III-13G) that are situated between the outfall and the stream channel must be
relocated and additional erosion control measures added for long-term stability.
3. Any changes within the Drainage Reserve area identified on Exhibit C.18 (Drawing III13F) require Bureau of Environmental Services approval.
C. Temporary construction fencing shall be installed according to Section 33.248.068 (Tree
Protection Requirements). Construction fencing shall be placed along the Limits of
Construction Disturbance for the approved development, as depicted on Exhibits C.8, C.18,
C.26, and C.36 (Drawings III-12F, III-13F, III-14F, and III-15F) Construction
Management/Erosion Control Plans or as required by inspection staff during the plan
review and/or inspection stages.
1. No mechanized construction vehicles are permitted outside of the approved “Limits of
Construction Disturbance” delineated by the temporary construction fence. All planting
work, invasive vegetation removal, and other work to be done outside the Limits of
Construction Disturbance, shall be conducted using hand held equipment.
2. Changes to the Root Protection Zones (“RPZ”) identified in the Construction
Management/Erosion Control Plans, Exhibits C.8, C.18, C.26, and C.36, are only
allowed under the observation of the project arborist. Where excavation or fill is
required within the RPZ, the project arborist must provide written approval to the
Bureau of Development Services. No additional trees may be removed without further
review.
D. The following mitigation plantings shall be installed in substantial conformance with the
Landscape Mitigation Plans C.9, C.19, C.27-28, and C.37 (Drawings III-12G, III-13G, III14G1-2, and III-15G):
1. A total of 231 trees and 217 shrubs shall be planted for the removal of 99 trees, in
conformance with Exhibit A.6;
2. An additional 31 trees shall be planted as mitigation for the VMC stormwater facility;
3. All temporary disturbance areas not already identified for tree and shrub plantings shall
be planted with a minimum of two shrubs and seven ground cover plants per 50 square
feet. These plantings are in addition to any reseeding; and
4. A minimum of seven ground cover plants per 50 square feet are required for the
mitigation area identified on Exhibit C.27, Drawing III-14G1.
Plantings shall conform to the following:
 All species shall be selected from the Portland Plant List;
 Plantings shall be installed between October 1 and March 31 (the planting season);
 Prior to installing required mitigation plantings, non-native invasive plants shall be
removed from the entire project area, including the areas identified for mitigation
plantings;
 Plantings in each of the EN subareas shall be permitted with the applicable project
elements of the subarea; and
 After installing the required mitigation plantings, the Applicants shall request
inspection of Permanent Erosion Control Measures (IVR 210) by the Bureau of
Development Services, who will confirm that all required mitigation plantings have been
installed. A letter of certification from the landscape professional or designer of record
may be requested by the Bureau of Development Services to document that the
plantings have been installed according to the approved plans.
E. An inspection of Permanent Erosion Control Measures shall be required to document
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installation of the required mitigation plantings.
1. The Permanent Erosion Control Measures inspection (IVR 210) shall not be approved
until the required mitigation plantings have been installed (as described in Condition D
above);
--OR-2. If the Permanent Erosion Control Measures inspection (IVR 210) occurs outside the
planting season (as described in Condition C above), then the Permanent Erosion
Control Measures inspection may be approved prior to installation of the required
mitigation plantings – if the applicant obtains a separate Zoning Permit for the purpose
of ensuring an inspection of the required mitigation plantings by March 31 of the
following year.
F. The land owner shall maintain the required plantings for two years to ensure survival
and replacement. The land owner is responsible for ongoing survival of required plantings
during and beyond the designated two-year monitoring period. The landowner shall:
1. Obtain a Zoning Permit for a final inspection at the end of the 2-year maintenance and
monitoring period. The permit must be finaled no later than 2 years from the final
inspection for the installation of mitigation planting, for the purpose of ensuring that
the required plantings remain. Any required plantings that have not survived must be
replaced.
G. Failure to comply with any of these conditions may result in the City’s reconsideration of
this land use approval pursuant to Portland Zoning Code Section 33.700.040 and /or
enforcement of these conditions in any manner authorized by law.
Staff Planner: Rachel Whiteside
Decision rendered by: _____

_____ on September 4, 2012

By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: September 7, 2012
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may be
required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on June 29,
2012, and was determined to be complete on August 7, 2012.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on June 29, 2012.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant did not waive or
extend the 120-day review period. Unless further extended by the applicant, the 120 days
will expire on: December 5, 2012.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
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Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed to the Hearings Officer, which will
hold a public hearing. Appeals must be filed by 4:30 PM on September 21, 2012 at 1900 SW
Fourth Ave. Appeals can be filed Tuesday through Friday on the first floor of the Development
Services Center until 3 p.m. After 3 p.m. and Mondays, appeals must be submitted to the
receptionist at the front desk on the fifth floor. An appeal fee of $250 will be charged. The
appeal fee will be refunded if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for ONI recognized
organizations appealing a land use decision for property within the organization’s boundaries.
The vote to appeal must be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws. Assistance in filing
the appeal and information on fee waivers is available from BDS in the Development Services
Center. Please see the appeal form for additional information.
The file and all evidence on this case are available for your review by appointment only. Please
call the Request Line at our office, 1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000, phone 503-823-7617,
to schedule an appointment. I can provide some information over the phone. Copies of all
information in the file can be obtained for a fee equal to the cost of services. Additional
information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the Portland Zoning
Code is available on the internet at www.portlandonline.com.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Hearings Officer is final; any
further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within 21 days
of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact LUBA at
550 Capitol St. NE, Suite 235, Salem, Oregon 97301, or phone 1-503-373-1265 for further
information.
Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on that
issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Hearings Officer an
opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that issue.
Recording the final decision.
If this Land Use Review is approved the final decision must be recorded with the Multnomah
County Recorder. A few days prior to the last day to appeal, the City will mail instructions to
the applicant for recording the documents associated with their final land use decision.
• Unless appealed, The final decision may be recorded on or after September 24, 2012.
• A building or zoning permit will be issued only after the final decision is recorded.
The applicant, builder, or a representative may record the final decision as follows:
• By Mail: Send the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to:
Multnomah County Recorder, P.O. Box 5007, Portland OR 97208. The recording fee is
identified on the recording sheet. Please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
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In Person: Bring the two recording sheets (sent in separate mailing) and the final Land Use
Review decision with a check made payable to the Multnomah County Recorder to the
County Recorder’s office located at 501 SE Hawthorne Boulevard, #158, Portland OR
97214. The recording fee is identified on the recording sheet.

For further information on recording, please call the County Recorder at 503-988-3034
For further information on your recording documents please call the Bureau of Development
Services Land Use Services Division at 503-823-0625.
Expiration of this approval. An approval expires three years from the date the final decision
is rendered unless a building permit has been issued, or the approved activity has begun.
Where a site has received approval for multiple developments, and a building permit is not
issued for all of the approved development within three years of the date of the final decision, a
new land use review will be required before a permit will be issued for the remaining
development, subject to the Zoning Code in effect at that time.
Applying for your permits. A building permit, occupancy permit, or development permit may
be required before carrying out an approved project. At the time they apply for a permit,
permittees must demonstrate compliance with:
• All conditions imposed herein;
• All applicable development standards, unless specifically exempted as part of this land use
review;
• All requirements of the building code; and
• All provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Portland, and all other applicable
ordinances, provisions and regulations of the City.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED
A. Applicant’s Statement
1. Summary of Proposal
2. Full Narrative, submitted
3. Response to Incomplete Letter, dated August 3, 2012
4. Memo from Geotechnical Engineer
5. Supplemental Stormwater Memo
6. Tree Removal and Replacement Schedule
7. Construction Phasing Memo, dated August 31, 2012
B. Zoning Map (attached)
C. Plans/Drawings:
1. Environmental Subareas Map, Drawing III-10
2. Existing Photos
3. Existing Conditions EN-1, Drawing III-12A
4. Existing Disturbed EN-1, Drawing III-12B
5. Tree Inventory EN-1, Drawing III-12C
6. Proposed Development Plan EN-1, Drawing III-12D (attached)
7. Proposed Tree Removal EN-1, Drawing III-12E
8. Construction Management Plan EN-1, Drawing III-12F
9. Landscape Mitigation Plan EN-1, Drawing III-12G
10. Utility and Stormwater Plan EN-1, Drawing III-12H
11. Existing Conditions EN-2, Drawing III-13A
12. Existing Disturbed EN-2, Drawing III-B1
13. Historic Disturbance, Drawing III-B2
14. Tree Inventory EN-2, Drawing III-13C
15. Proposed Development EN-2, Drawing III-13D1 (attached)
16. Elephant Chute Alternatives Analysis, Drawing III-13D2
17. Proposed Tree Removal EN-2, Drawing III-13E
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18. Construction Management Plan EN-2, Drawing III-13F
19. Landscape Mitigation Plan EN-2, Drawing III-13G
20. Utility and Stormwater Plan EN-2, Drawing III-13H
21. Existing Conditions EN-3, Drawing III-14A
22. Existing Disturbed EN-3, Drawing III-14B
23. Tree Inventory EN-3, Drawing III-14C
24. Proposed Development EN-3, Drawing III-14D (attached)
25. Proposed Tree Removal EN-3, Drawing III-14E
26. Construction Management Plan EN-3, Drawing III-14F
27. Landscape Mitigation Plan EN-3, Drawing III-14G1
28. VMC Stormwater Swale Planting, Drawing III-14G2
29. Utility and Stormwater Plan EN-3, Drawing III-14H
30. Existing Conditions EN-4, Drawing III-15A
31. Existing Disturbed EN-4, Drawing III-15B
32. Tree Inventory EN-4, Drawing III-15C
33. Proposed Development Plan EN-4, Drawing III-15D1 (attached)
34. Condor Alternatives Analysis, Drawing III-15D2
35. Proposed Tree Removal EN-4, Drawing III-15E
36. Construction Management Plan EN-4, Drawing III-15F
37. Landscape Mitigation Plan EN-4, Drawing III-15G
38. Utility and Stormwater Plan EN-4, Drawing III-15H
39. Geothermal Coil Design, Drawing III-16
Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
Agency Responses:
1. Bureau of Environmental Services
2. Bureau of Transportation Engineering and Development Review
3. Water Bureau
4. Fire Bureau
5. Site Development Review Section of BDS
6. Bureau of Parks, Forestry Division
7. Life Safety Review Section of BDS
Correspondence: None Received
Other:
1. Original LU Application
2. Site History Research
3. Incomplete Letter, sent July 2, 2012
4. Supplemental Information Request, sent July 30, 2012

The Bureau of Development Services is committed to providing equal access to
information and hearings. Please notify us no less than five business days prior to the
event if you need special accommodations. Call 503-823-7300 (TTY 503-823-6868).

